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Abstract.

Remarkable progress has been made in diagnosing energetic particle instabilities on present-day machines and in establishing a theoretical framework for describing them. This overview describes the much improved diagnostics of Alfvén instabilities and modelling tools developed world-wide, and discusses progress in interpreting the observed phenomena. A multi-machine comparison is presented giving information on the performance of both diagnostics and modelling tools for different plasma conditions outlining expectations for ITER based on our present knowledge.
1. Introduction

As energetic alpha particles will play a central role in burning deuterium-tritium (DT) plasmas, it is crucial to understand and possibly control their behaviour in various operational regimes. Of particular importance is the understanding of instabilities driven by alpha particles [1]. The complete set of implications for operating burning plasmas with the alpha-particle driven instabilities can only be investigated in a burning plasma experiment itself. However, experiments on present day machines with energetic particles produced by neutral beam injection (NBI), ion-cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH), and electron-cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) already reveal many relevant features of the possible alpha-particle instabilities. The energetic particle-driven instabilities are often observed experimentally and they range from low-frequency fishbones in the range of 10-50 kHz up to compressional Alfvén eigenmodes (CAEs) in the frequency range comparable to or higher than the ion cyclotron frequency. The instability of weakly-damped Alfvén eigenmodes (AEs) is of highest priority for the next step burning plasma on ITER due to a number of reasons. First, AEs are driven by radial gradient of energetic particle pressure and lead to enhanced alpha-particle radial transport, in contrast to CAEs excited by velocity space gradients. Second, AEs resonate with alpha-particles in the MeV energy range in contrast to, e.g. fishbones expected to resonate with alpha-particles of 300-400 keV in ITER. Third, due to their weak damping, AEs could be excited by alpha-particle population with lower energy content per volume as compared to linear Energetic Particle Modes (EPMs). Although amplitudes of Alfvén perturbations are usually not too high in present day experiments, the existing experimental data on energetic particle radial redistribution and losses is representative enough to gain important information on the processes involved.

A significant dedicated effort was made in the past decade in developing techniques of diagnosing energetic particle-driven Alfvén instabilities with interferometry, ECE, phase contrast imaging, and beam emission spectroscopy. Together with the much improved diagnostics of the energetic ions themselves, such development sets a new stage for understanding of such instabilities since nearly all the essential information can now be obtained from experimental measurements and not from assumptions or modelling with often uncertain error bars. The aim of this overview is to present a point-by-point comparison between the much improved diagnostics of AEs and modelling tools developed world-wide, and outlines progress in interpreting the observed phenomena.

Experimentally, Alfvén instabilities exhibit two main nonlinear scenarios, with a mode
Frequency Locked (FL) to plasma equilibrium, or with a mode Frequency Sweeping (FS) ("frequency chirping" modes [2]). It is important to understand these two scenarios for predicting what temporal evolution and transport due to Alfvén instabilities will be relevant to ITER. Figure 1 presents a typical example of FL Alfvén eigenmodes (AEs) on the JET tokamak with ICRH-accelerated ions [3], while Figure 2 presents FS Alfvén instability on the JT-60U tokamak with negative NBI heating [4]. In the case of JET, the Alfvén perturbations form a discrete spectrum of Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAEs) with different toroidal mode numbers \( n \) and frequencies, which are determined by bulk plasma equilibrium throughout the whole nonlinear evolution. These TAEs with different \( n \)'s appear one-by-one as ICRH power increases, and the observed slow change in TAE frequencies is caused by an increase in plasma density in accordance with Alfvén scaling \( V_A \propto B/\sqrt{n_i(t)} \). The amplitude of each TAE saturates and remains nearly constant. In contrast to the FL scenario, Figure 2 shows FS Alfvén instability on JT-60U with frequency of the perturbations starting from TAE frequency, but then changing on a time scale much shorter than the time scale of the changes in plasma equilibrium. The amplitude of this FS instability exhibit bursts, and the mode frequency sweeps during every burst.

The FL and FS scenarios of energetic particle-driven instabilities differ in the temporal evolution of redistribution and losses of energetic particles and they require conceptually different approaches in modelling. Namely, the frequency of unstable modes in FL scenario correspond to linear AE determined by bulk plasma equilibrium throughout the linear exponential growth and nonlinear evolution of the mode. In this case, the energetic particles determine growth rate, but affect very little the eigenmode structure and frequency, so that the modes are “perturbative”. In FS scenario, the contribution of the energetic particles to mode frequency is as essential as the bulk plasma contribution, and when the unstable mode redistributes the energetic particles, it changes the frequency too. Characteristic time scale of the energetic particle redistribution is the inverse growth rate, so the energetic particle profile and the mode frequency determined by this profile change much faster than the plasma equilibrium. The energetic particles cannot be considered as a small perturbation in the FS scenario, so the modes are “non-perturbative” nonlinear energetic particle modes.

In the past studies of FL scenarios linear spectral MHD codes could be used for computing AEs supported by the plasma equilibrium. For FL scenarios observed experimentally, MHD spectroscopy via AEs, i.e. obtaining information on plasma equilibrium from observed spectrum of AEs, became possible [5-7]. In particular, Alfvén cascade (AC) eigenmodes [6,8]
(also called reversed shear Alfvén eigenmodes, RSAEs [9]) were employed in MHD spectroscopy successfully. In contrast to TAE modes in Fig.1, ACs exist in plasmas with reversed magnetic shear in the early phase of discharges, when the plasma current is not fully penetrated and the safety factor \( q(t) = rB_r / (RB_r(t)) \) evolves in time. In this case, ACs are localised at the minimum of the safety factor, \( q_{\min} \), and frequency of AC locks to the time dependent \( q_{\min}(t) \) as \( \omega_{AC} \approx |n - m / q_{\min}(t)| \cdot V_A / R + \Delta \omega \) [8].

For the FS scenario, the concept of near-threshold “hard” nonlinear regime of energetic particle-driven instability has demonstrated the possibility of forming non-perturbative nonlinear modes even when the instability is somewhat below the linear threshold. This recent development began to provide a credible opportunity of understanding FS modes to a degree required for theory-to-experiment comparison and predictions for burning plasmas.

2. Advances in diagnosing Alfvén instabilities

Recent advances in diagnosing Alfvén instabilities are associated with a significant expansion of tools and techniques for detection and identification of the unstable modes. In the past, Alfvén instabilities were detected via perturbed magnetic field measured by magnetic sensors, e.g. Mirnov coils outside the plasma. Such measurements did not always detect AEs in the plasma core and they will be more difficult in ITER and DEMO due to the necessity of protecting the magnetic sensors. It is also desirable for future DT machines with a restricted access to the plasma to have detection systems for Alfvén instabilities naturally combined with some other diagnostic tools. Measurements of perturbed electron density and temperature associated with AEs are possible alternatives to magnetic sensors at the edge. The perturbed electron density caused by AEs in toroidal geometry is given by

\[
\frac{\delta n}{n_0} = -\dot{\xi} \cdot \nabla n_0 - \nabla \cdot \dot{\xi} = \left( \hat{n} \cdot \frac{\hat{R}}{L_n} - 2 \frac{\hat{R}}{R^2} \right) \cdot \dot{\xi},
\]

where \( \delta n, n_0 \) are the perturbed and equilibrium densities, \( \dot{\xi} \) is the plasma displacement, and \( L_n \) is the radial scale length of the density. The first term in Eq.(1) describes the usual convection of plasma involved in the \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift. The second term \( \propto 1/R \) in (1) is caused by toroidicity and gives a non-zero perturbed density when the profile of \( n_0 \) is flat [10, 11].
A launched microwave O-mode beam on JET with frequency above the cut-off frequency of O-mode was found to deliver detection of AEs far superior to that made with Mirnov coils [11]. This “O-mode interferometry” shows unstable AEs not seen with Mirnov coils. Later, the standard far infra-red (FIR) JET interferometer was digitised to high sampling rate, which enabled detecting AEs even in plasmas of high density. A similar interferometry technique was employed for diagnosing AEs in DIII-D discharges [12]. It was observed for the first time that a “sea of modes” exists in such plasmas with toroidal mode numbers up to $n = 40$.

The interferometry technique has increased significantly the sensitivity of AE detection and it assures that all unstable modes are detected even deeply in the plasma core. Since the interferometry technique of detecting AEs requires only interferometers used for plasma density measurements, this method is a good candidate for ITER and DEMO.

The main limitation of using interferometry or Mirnov coils for detecting AEs, is that the AEs cannot be localised from the measurements. Recent successful development of ECE [13] and ECE imaging [14,15], beam emission spectroscopy (BES) [16], and phase contrast imaging (PCI) [17] have addressed the problem of measuring mode structure. Together with the existing SXR technique and X-mode reflectometry used for observing alpha-driven AEs in DT plasmas [10], the new diagnostics provide opportunities in identifying the spatial structure of the modes to a degree required for an accurate experiment-to-theory comparison.

On ALCATOR C-MOD, the PCI diagnostic was found to be an outstanding tool for detecting core-localised AEs [17]. This diagnostic is a type of internal beam interferometer, which can generate a 1D image decomposed in 32 elements of approximately 4.5 mm chord separation in the direction of major radius thus providing information on AE localisation.

On DIII-D and ASDEX-Upgrade, ECE became a successful tool for measuring AEs. Figures 3, 4 display an example of the ECE radial profiles for beam-driven ACs (RSAEs) and TAEs in DIII-D discharge [13]. Both localisation and the radial widths of these FL modes are found to agree well with the linear MHD code NOVA, which also includes the relationships between the perturbed magnetic fields, density and electron temperature. The perturbed electron temperature associated with the modes is estimated to be $\delta T_e / T_e \approx 0.5\%$, while the perturbed electron density from BES is found to be $\delta n_e / n_e \approx 0.25\%$. By comparing the measurements shown in Fig. 4 with NOVA calculations, one deduces that the peak values of the perturbed magnetic field are $\delta B / B \approx (1.5 \pm 0.14) \times 10^{-4}$ for RSAE and $\delta B / B \approx (2.5 \pm 0.18) \times 10^{-4}$ for TAE. This information is necessary for computing the energetic particle redistribution due to the AEs described in the next Section.
In addition to the Alfvén diagnostics, there has been an extensive development in diagnostics of confined and lost energetic particles on many machines world-wide [18]. Description of these diagnostics goes beyond the scope of this paper, but some examples of their use will be presented.

3. Redistribution and losses of energetic ions caused by Alfvén instabilities

It was noted in the previous Section that typical amplitudes of the AEs excited are quite low, e.g. in the range of $\delta B / B \approx 10^{-4} \div 10^{-3}$ on the DIII-D tokamak. For such amplitudes, particles could be affected noticeably if motion of such particles is in resonance with the wave. Hence, the relatively narrow regions surrounding the wave-particle resonances are of major importance for describing the particle interaction with AEs. Significant effort has been made in order to validate experimentally the main assumptions and results of both linear and nonlinear theory describing resonant interaction between Alfvén waves and energetic particles, and the effect of Alfvén instabilities on redistribution and losses of the energetic particles. In a tokamak, the theory focuses on the dynamics of particles resonant with a wave, i.e. satisfying the resonance condition (in the guiding centre approximation)

$$\Omega \equiv \omega - n \omega_p (E, P_\phi, \mu) - l \omega_0 (E, P_\phi, \mu) = 0, \ l = 0, \pm 1, ...$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

Here, the toroidal, $\omega_p (E, P_\phi, \mu)$, and poloidal, $\omega_0 (E, P_\phi, \mu)$, orbit frequencies of the particles in the unperturbed fields are functions of three invariants: energy $E$, magnetic moment $\mu$, and toroidal angular momentum,

$$P_\phi \equiv -(e/2\pi c) \Psi (r) + m_\alpha R \nu V || B_\phi / B ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where $\Psi (r)$ is the poloidal flux, $V ||$ is the velocity of the particle parallel to the magnetic field, $e$, $m_\alpha$ are the charge and mass of the particle, $B_\phi$ is the toroidal component of the magnetic field, and $R$ is the major radius. Since the wave frequency is much less than ion cyclotron frequency, $\mu$ is conserved as is the combination $E - (\omega / n) P_\phi$ (for a single mode) giving
\[ \Delta E = \left( \frac{\omega}{n} \right) \Delta P_e. \quad (4) \]

The free energy source of the Alfvén instability is associated with radial gradient of energetic particle pressure and causes the wave growth rate

\[ \gamma_L\omega \approx q^2 r \left( \frac{d\beta_h}{dr} \right) F \left( \frac{V_A}{V_h} \right) G \left( \frac{\Delta_{AE}}{\Delta_h} \right); \quad (5) \]

where \( \beta_h, V_h, \Delta_h \) are the beta value, thermal velocity, and the drift orbit width of the energetic (hot) particles, \( \Delta_{AE} \) is the radial width of the mode, and functions \( F \left( \frac{V_A}{V_h} \right) \) and \( G \left( \frac{\Delta_{AE}}{\Delta_h} \right) \) depend on the energy distribution of the energetic particles.

The energetic particle-driven Alfvén instability develops if the growth rate (5) exceeds the absolute value of the damping rate of the wave, \( \gamma_d \), to give a positive net growth rate

\[ \gamma = \gamma_L - \gamma_d > 0. \quad (6) \]

Existence of AEs with very low values of \( \gamma_d \) was validated in the studies of plasma response to externally launched waves with frequencies scanned over the Alfvén range on JET [19] and C-MOD [20]. High-quality resonances associated with TAE and EAE, with \( Q \equiv \omega/\gamma_d \approx 10^2 - 10^3 \), were found. Recently, dedicated new TAE antennae were installed on JET [21] and MAST [22] for studying stable AEs with low \( \gamma_d \) over a wider parameter range, and ITPA benchmark/validation studies on the values of \( \gamma_d \) were performed for ITER [23].

For assessing transport caused by AEs, one notes that each mode affects resonant particles only in a relatively narrow region of the phase space indicated by condition (2), and that AE can cause a significant radial redistribution of these particles with a minor change in their energy (see Eq.(4)). In the nonlinear phase of instability, the resonant particles can become trapped in the field of the wave within a finite width of the resonance, \( \Delta \Omega \approx \omega_{NL} \), where \( \omega_{NL} \) is the nonlinear trapping frequency [24]. The nonlinear width of the resonance varies along the resonant surface depending on the unperturbed particle orbits, the mode structure, and the mode amplitude. If the widths of different resonances are smaller than the distance between them, a single mode nonlinear theory applies. If the resonances overlap, stochastic diffusion of the particles over many resonances can cause a global transport [24, 25].
Two representative cases of AE-induced redistribution of the energetic particles, with resonances non-overlapped and overlapped, were recently modelled in detail for well-diagnosed experiments on JET and DIII-D. In both cases FL scenarios are relevant, so the structure and frequencies of the AEs could be obtained from a linear theory.

On JET, D beam ions were accelerated from 110 keV up to the MeV energy range by 3rd harmonic ICRH in D plasmas [26]. Figure 5 displays the temporal evolution of the main plasma parameters. The yield of DD fusion reaction increases by a factor of ~6 when ICRH is applied (12–14 s) indicating that a significant fraction of the beam ions were accelerated to energies in the MeV energy-range where the DD reactivity is almost two orders of magnitude higher than at the beam injection energy. This was confirmed by neutron spectroscopy measurements by TOFOR [27] where a spectrum of DD neutrons reaching up to ~6 MeV was measured with ~ 250 msec time resolution. Such high neutron energies from the DD reaction in turn requires D ions with energies of up to 3 MeV. A monster sawtooth is formed at ≈ 14 sec, with both Mirnov coils and the FIR interferometry detecting “tornado” modes (TAE inside the \( q = 1 \) radius [28]) soon after as Figure 6 shows. The frequency evolution of the tornadoes is determined by the decrease of \( q(0) \) before the monster sawtooth crash at ≈ 15.6 s [28]. The modes correlate with a significant radial redistribution of ICRH-accelerated D ions in the plasma core. The diagnostic showing the profile of D ions with energy \( E > 0.5 \) MeV, which includes the phase space region satisfying the resonance condition (2), is based on \( \gamma \)-rays from the nuclear \( ^{12}\text{C}(\text{D},\text{p})^{13}\text{C} \) reaction between C impurity and fast D [29]. During the tornado modes, the 2D \( \gamma \)-camera on JET (Fig.7) measuring the \( \gamma \)-emission with time resolution of ~ 50 msec showed a strong redistribution of the \( \gamma \)-emission in the plasma core as Figure 8 displays.

A suite of equilibrium (EFIT and HELENA) and spectral code MISHKA was used to model the observed AEs. The particle-following code HAGIS [30] was then employed to simulate the interaction between the energetic ions and TAEs. The unperturbed distribution function of fast D ions was assumed to be of the form \( f(E, P, \mu) = f(E) \cdot f(P) \cdot f(\Lambda) \), where the distribution function in \( \Lambda = \mu B_0 / E \) for trapped energetic ions accelerated with on-axis ICRH was considered to be Gaussian centred on \( \Lambda = 1 \) with the width of \( \Delta \Lambda \approx 1.5 \cdot 10^{-1} \). The distribution function in energy, \( f(E) \), was derived from the measured energy spectrum of DD neutrons [27]. The spatial profile of the trapped D ions before the TAE activity, \( f(P) \), was obtained with the best fit matching the observed 2D profile of the gamma-emission.
The initial value simulation with HAGIS shows an exponential growth of the modes followed by nonlinear saturation and redistribution of the trapped energetic ions. Figure 9 demonstrates that these HAGIS results are in satisfactory agreement with the experimentally measured gamma-ray profiles for the trapped energetic ions. In view of the possible interplay between TAE and sawteeth [31], the fast particle contribution to the stabilising effect of the $n = 1$ kink mode was computed before and after the redistribution. Significant decrease in the stabilising effect was found in [26] supporting the idea that monster crash is facilitated by TAEs expelling the energetic ions from the region inside the $q = 1$ radius. A similar interplay between TAE modes redistributing energetic particles in the plasma core, and other types of MHD instabilities affected by the energetic particles, could be relevant for ITER. Since the interaction described above does not require energetic particle transport across the whole radius of the plasma, even transport of the energetic particles deeply in the plasma core could affect MHD stability in the same core region.

Another example of energetic particle redistribution by AEs comes from DIII-D experiments showing significant modification of D beam profile in the presence of multiple TAEs and RSAEs (Alfvén cascades) [32]. This observation and TRANSP predictions are shown in Figure 10, and TAE and RSAE data is shown in Figs 3, 4. Based on the ECE measurements of AE amplitude and mode structure, accurate modelling was performed in [33] with the ORBIT code [25] to interpret the flat fast ion profile. In this case of multiple modes densely packed in frequency, a wide area of wave-particle resonance overlaps was found. A stochastic threshold for the beam transport was estimated, and the experimental amplitudes were found to be only slightly above this threshold [33]. We thus observe that multiple low amplitude AEs can indeed be responsible for substantial central flattening of the beam distribution as Figure 11 shows.

Recently, a quasi-linear 1.5D model has been developed and applied to this DIII-D data [34]. The model gives the relaxed fast ion profile determined by the competition between the AE drive and damping. Figure 12 presents a comparison between the experimental data, the TRANSP modelling, and the 1.5D quasi-linear model [34] for the slowing-down distribution function of the beam. It is important to point out that the ratio between the beam orbits and minor radius in the DIII-D experiments, $\Delta_h / a \approx 0.1$, was well above the value expected for ITER, $\Delta_h / a \approx 10^{-2}$. This difference implies that a similar excitation of RSAEs localised at $q_{\text{min}}$ in ITER will not necessarily give a global transport similar to that observed on DIII-D. In another theory-to-experiment comparison aimed at explaining TFTR results [35], the role
of nonlinear sidebands including zonal flows was shown to be significant in reducing the mode saturation level. The beam ion losses caused by the AEs were proportional to $(aB)^2$, although the simulation cannot yet match the experimental data precisely.

In ASDEX-Upgrade experiments, detailed measurements of radial structures of AE driven by beams and ICRH were obtained using ECE imaging [14], SXR, and reflectometry. The fast-ion redistribution and loss is routinely monitored with scintillator based fast-ion loss detectors and fast-ion D-alpha spectroscopy. It was found that a radial chain of overlapping AEs enables the transport of fast-ions from the core all the way to the loss detector [36, 37].

4. MHD spectroscopy of plasma

The FL instabilities of AEs represent an attractive form of MHD spectroscopy [5-7] since AEs are usually numerous, easily detectable, and do not cause degradation of plasma or the fast ion confinement as long as the AE amplitudes are sufficiently small. Last, but not least, AEs in ITER may provide a natural passive diagnostic tool of the burning plasma equilibrium. The most impressive result of MHD spectroscopy based on AEs was associated with AC eigenmodes [6,8,38] excited in reversed-shear plasmas prepared for triggering internal transport barriers (ITBs). In discharges with low auxiliary power per volume as in JET, diagnosis of the time evolution of $q_{\min}(t)$ was important for developing reproducible scenarios with ITBs [39]. MHD spectroscopy was found to be the best option for that, since AC eigenfrequency, $\omega_{AC}$, traces the evolution of $q_{\min}(t)$ as:

$$\frac{d}{dt} \omega_{AC}(t) \approx m \frac{V_A}{R} \frac{d}{dt} q_{\min}^{-1}(t).$$

(7)

Here, $m$ is poloidal mode number of an AC and $V_A$ is Alfvén velocity.

In addition to the scenario development, important information was obtained on the time sequence of events causing the ITB. Figure 13 shows a typical JET discharge, in which a grand AC with all mode numbers $n$ seen at once signifies that $q_{\min}$ is an integer at $t \sim 4.8$ s [38]. Figure 14 shows that in the same JET discharge the ITB triggering event, observed as an increase of $T_e$ in the region close to $q_{\min}(R)$ happens earlier, at $t \sim 4.6$ s. This sequence of events is characteristic of the majority of JET discharges showing that the formation of ITB just before $q_{\min} = integer$ is more likely to be associated with the depletion of rational
magnetic surfaces [40], rather than with the presence of an integer $q_{\text{min}}$ value itself. Similar observations have been made on DIII-D [41]. Another important example of MHD spectroscopy are the studies of sawtooth crashes on C-MOD [43, 44] and JET [45], in which ACs (RSAEs) are observed between the sawtooth crashes. Figure 15 shows the detected RSAEs on C-MOD between two sawtooth crashes, which convincingly indicate the shear reversal inside the $q = 1$ radius. Figure 16 shows the relevant reconstruction of the $q(r)$-profile from the modes observed.

The use of MHD spectroscopy has become routine for JET, DIII-D, NSTX, MAST, and ASDEX-Upgrade, and the extension to 3D plasmas is being implemented on LHD [42].

5. The near-threshold nonlinear theory of frequency sweeping modes

The FS scenarios of energetic particle-driven Alfvén instabilities were commonly observed on DIII-D, JT-60U, ASDEX-Upgrade, MAST, NSTX, START, and LHD machines with NBI heating (see, e.g. [46] and References therein). In contrast to FL scenarios, neither frequency nor structure of FS modes is determined by the bulk plasma equilibrium during the nonlinear mode evolution. Description of FS modes is essentially nonlinear, and the linear MHD spectral codes have very limited applicability.

The recent progress in describing FS instabilities is associated with kinetic theory [47] of energetic particle-driven waves with different collisional effects [48], drag and diffusion, replenishing the unstable distribution function and satisfying the near-threshold condition

$$\gamma \equiv \gamma_L - \gamma_d \ll \gamma_d \ll \gamma_L.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

In this limit, a lowest order cubic nonlinear equation for the mode amplitude describes “soft” nonlinear FL scenarios (steady-state, pitchfork splitting, and chaotic) when diffusion dominates at the wave-particle resonance in the phase space, and “hard” (explosive) nonlinear scenario when the drag dominates or the diffusion characteristic time is much longer than $\gamma^{-1}$. The explosive mode evolution goes beyond the cubic nonlinearity and the fully nonlinear model shows a spontaneous formation of long-living structures, holes and clumps, in the energetic particle distribution [49]. These structures are nonlinear energetic particle modes, which travel through the phase space and sweep in frequency [50] exhibiting many of the characteristics of FS modes seen in experiments [46].

Among the variety of the frequency sweeping spectra obtained in modelling [51,52], the long range frequency sweeping phenomenon attracts most attention, due to its relevance to the
experimental observations. Figure 17 shows results of MAST experiment with super-Alfvénic NBI driving Alfvén instability when the resonance $V_{\text{beam}} = V_A$ is in phase space region dominated by electron drag of the beam ions. It is seen, that similarly to Figure 2, some of the modes sweep in frequency to a very long range of $|\delta \omega / \omega| \lesssim 0.5$. Although modelling with HAGIS code [30] reproduces the characteristic spectrum observed in experiments as Figure 18 shows, the range of the frequency sweeping is not as large as that observed on MAST. New theoretical approaches are being developed for long-range FS modes [50, 53, 54].

The dominant transport mechanism for nonlinear FS modes is convection of particles trapped in the wave field. This mechanism is also characteristic for strongly unstable energetic particle modes that are already non-perturbative in the linear regime [55]. Experimentally, validation of the hole-clump formation and transport was made with an NPA diagnostic on LHD [56]. Figure 19 shows how the flux of energetic beam ions sweeps in energy together with FS modes. A new theory of continuous hole-clump triggering [57] shows that a single resonance can produce transport higher than the quasi-linear estimate, due to the convection of the resonant ions trapped in the field of a travelling wave.

A joint ITPA experiment validating the near-threshold model is in progress, with MAST and LHD comparison indicating that the parameter space for bursting AEs shrinks for core-localised global AE (GAE) on LHD, in which GAEs exist because of a $q(r)$-profile different from that in tokamak [42]. In parallel, study of experimental data continues. On NSTX bursting FS TAEs were observed in the form of “avalanches” consisting of several coupled modes with strong downward frequency sweep and amplitudes higher than un-coupled TAEs [58]. The experimentally observed ~10% drops in the neutron rate during the avalanches were explained by a decrease in the beam energy and losses resulting from interaction with TAEs.

6. Possible control of Alfvén instabilities in burning plasmas using ECRH

The problem of controlling Alfvén instabilities and fast ion transport caused by AEs is one of the important avenues for future exploitation in both experiment and theory. The most encouraging results in this area were obtained on DIII-D, where ECRH was found to suppress RSAEs excited by the beam ions [59]. A direct comparison of ECCD effect versus ECRH [59] has shown that it is the heating, not the current drive, which provides the mode suppression, possibly via electron pressure gradient or via increased damping due to larger population of trapped electrons. A new joint ITPA experiment was set up in order to assess such effect on
DIII-D, ASDEX-Upgrade, TCV, LHD, TJ-II, HL-2A, and KSTAR. From the standpoint of targeting and affecting a particular type of waves with a known location, ECRH is an ideal tool since it can provide highly localised targeted power deposition on ITER. Figure 20 shows the interferometry data on RSAE activity in DIII-D discharges with ECRH. The amplitudes and number of unstable AEs decreases when ECRH is applied to the localisation region of RSAEs at $q_{\text{min}}$.

In ITER with possible high-$n$ TAEs occupying a wide radius, ECRH, due to its high localisation, may suppress TAEs in a narrow region rather than in whole plasma. However, if the width of the TAE-free zone is larger than the orbit width of the energetic ions, this zone could become a transport barrier for the TAE-induced transport of the energetic ions. With the expertise gained in ECRH triggering of ITBs for thermal plasma, the possibility of employing ECRH for creating TAE-free transport barriers for energetic particles in ITER could be feasible. Further study of ECRH suppression of AEs is required.

7. Conclusions

In summary, a systematic and significant recent effort in diagnosing the energetic ion driven Alfvén instabilities and related transport of the energetic ions in JET, DIII-D, ASDEX Upgrade (AUG), Alcator C-MOD, LHD, NSTX and MAST is setting the stage for a new understanding of such instabilities relevant to the next-step burning plasma experiment. Based on the detailed measurements of AEs on several machines, their amplitude and mode structure, successful modelling was performed reproducing both qualitative and quantitative effects of the energetic particle transport. The observed discrete spectra of AEs with frequencies locked to the plasma equilibrium provide a reliable MHD spectroscopy tool for providing information on plasma equilibrium on many machines thus demonstrating the correctness of the modelling codes under various conditions. For the frequency sweeping instabilities the role of collisional effects during the nonlinear mode evolution provides a credible explanation of the main experimentally observed features although a theory-to-experiment comparison in realistic geometry with accurate collisional operator has yet to be completed.

These results obtained on different machines world-wide display both the diagnostic and modelling requirements for the next-step burning plasma experiment as well as the importance of theoretical development of new essential phenomena of the burning plasma.
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Figure captions

**Fig.1** Magnetic spectrogram of ICRH-driven Alfvén instabilities in JET discharge #40329 with gradually increasing ICRH power.

**Fig.2** (a) Magnetic spectrogram of NBI-driven Alfvén instabilities in JT-60U discharge E36379 (B=1.2 T, E_{NBI}=360 keV); b) Mirnov coil signal.

**Fig.3** DIII-D discharge 122117, t = 410.6 ms, on axis: $T_e$=1.5 keV, $T_i$= 1.9 keV, $B_T$ = 2.0 T, $n_e$ =2.17x 10^{13} cm^{-3}, $f_{rot}$=9.9 kHz. (a) Radial profile of ECE power spectra. RSAEs (blue line) and TAEs (red) are pointed out. The solid overlaid line is the $q(r)$-profile and the dashed line is $T_e(r)$ profile. (b) n = 3 Alfvén continuum including toroidal rotation. The horizontal lines mark n= 3 RSAE (blue) and TAE (red).

**Fig.4** Diamonds show ECE radiometer measured temperature perturbations for RSAE (left) and TAE (right) from Figure 3; solid line – the NOVA predictions. The eigenmode amplitude is obtained by least squares fit to the ECE data.

**Fig.5** Top: Power waveforms of ICRH and NBI in JET discharge #74951. Middle: Temporal evolution of $T_e$ measured with multichannel ECE. Central channel corresponds to $T_e$ at R = 3.03m, the sawtooth inversion radius is at R = 3.35m. Bottom: time evolution of the DD neutron yield.

**Fig.6** Tornado modes detected with Mirnov coils (top) and FIR interferometry (bottom) in JET discharge # 74951.
**Fig.7** Lines-of-sight of the 2D gamma-camera on JET.

**Fig.8** Time evolution of the gamma-ray signals for channels 14 - 18 in JET discharge # 74951. The signals in central channels (15, 16) decrease, while the signals in outer channels (14,18) increase, showing the redistribution of gamma-rays from energetic deuterons during Alfvén instability.

**Fig.9** Gamma intensity in the 19 channels of gamma-camera (JET pulse # 74951). Here we show measured pre-TAE (blue) and during TAE (green) profiles. Simulated gamma intensity is shown in red (initial data) and black (after redistribution).

**Fig.10** Fast-ion pressure profiles and FIDA density profiles at two different times that correspond to normalized neutron rates of 0.66 and 0.94. The dashed lines are the classical pressure profile predicted by TRANSP. The FIDA density profile is normalized to the MSE-EFIT $p_f$ profile at 1.2 s.

**Fig.11** Radial profiles of the beam ions from the ORBIT code with AEs versus the experimental data.

**Fig.12** The beam ion radial profiles shown in pairs: the TRANSP profiles (without AE) versus the profiles from the critical radial gradient approach as determined by AE instability in the quasi-linear model.

**Fig.13** ACs detected with interferometry in JET discharge #61347. Grand AC is seen at t ~ 4.8 s.

**Fig.14** $T_e(t)$ measured with multi-channel ECE in JET discharge #61347. An ITB triggering event is seen at t ~ 4.6 s.

**Fig.15** PCI spectrogram showing the modes following the second sawtooth crash in C-MOD. NOVA calculation of the frequency spectra are overlaid in dashed line and was used to infer evolution of $q_{min}$ from 0.99–0.92 over the period of RSAE.

**Fig.16** Left: The n= 3 Alfvén continuum calculated for the q profile shown at bottom right, with $q_0=0.96$ and $q_{min}=0.95$ at $r/a=0.25$ corresponding to the conditions near t=0.275 s in Fig. 15. Top right: An n= 3 RSAE computed with NOVA. The q profile is shown on the bottom right for reference.

**Fig.17** Spectrogram showing FS Alfvén modes driven by NBI in MAST discharge #27177.

**Fig.18** Nonlinear HAGIS simulation of Alfvén instability on MAST driven by slowing-down beam distribution function.

**Fig.19** Top: Mirnov coil data; Middle: magnetic spectrogram; Bottom: Time evolution of tangential energetic neutral spectrum. The NPA viewing angle is set to $0^\circ$.

**Fig.20** Windowed crosspower spectra of vertical and radial CO$_2$ interferometer data for 1.9MW ECRH deposition at (a) near axis in #128564, (b) near $q_{min}$ in #128560. Overlayed white curves are a typical RSAE and the local TAE frequency.
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